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There is a great deal of controversy about whether the behavior of an intermedíate band in the gap 
of semiconductors is similar or not to the deep-gap levéis. It can have significant consequences, for 
example, on the nonradiative recombination. In order to analyze the behavior of an intermedíate 
band, we have considered the effect of the inward and outward displacements corresponding to 
breathing and longitudinal modes of Cr-doped ZnS and on the charge density for different processes 
involved in the nonradiative recombination using first-principles. This metal-doped zinc 
chalcogenide has a partially filled band within the host semiconductor gap. In contrast to the 
properties exhibited by deep-gap levéis in other systems, we find small variations in the equilibrium 
configurations, forces, and electronic density around the Cr when the nonradiative recombination 
mechanisms modify the intermedíate band charge. The charge density around the impurity is 
equilibrated in response to the perturbations in the equilibrium nuclear configuration and the charge 
of the intermedíate band. The equilibration follows a Le Chatelier principie through the modification 
of the contribution from the impurity to the intermedíate band and to the valence band. The 
intermedíate band introduced by Cr in ZnS for the concentrations analyzed makes the electronic 
capture difficult and later multiphonon emission in the charge-transfer processes, in accordance with 
experimental results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a great deal of interest in developing new semi
conductor materials with a high concentration of electronic 
levéis within the semiconductor band gap. Interest in this 
subject has been revitalized by the observation of a wide 
variety of magnetic and optical properties shown by these 
systems in heavily doped samples. These doped materials 
can have an intermedíate band (IB) between the valence 
band (VB) and the conduction band (CB) of the host semi
conductor which, in a formal band-theoretic picture, can be 
metallic if the Fermi energy lies within the impurity band. 
This basic electronic band structure corresponds to a class of 
materials, known as IB materials, and is characteristic of 
transparent conducting oxides, certain types of up- and 
down-converters, some spintronic devices, midinfrared lasers 
and IB solar cells.1 Focusing on solar cells, the presence of 
the IB allows photons of lower energy than the gap to be 
absorbed, promoting electrons from the VB to the IB, thus 
generating holes in the VB, and from the IB to the CB, 
generating electrons in the CB. In addition to this process of 
carrier generation, the usual process of generation by photon 
absorption, promoting electrons from the VB to the CB, also 
takes place. The number of carriers (electrons in the CB and 
holes in the VB) generated when there is an IB is greater 
than when there is not, because of the additional VB-IB and 
IB-CB transitions. Therefore, the presence of the IB would 
increase the efficiency of solar cells, provided no voltage loss 
compensates for the current gain.1 For this process to take 
place, it is necessary for the IB to be partially filled, with 
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both empty states to accommodate electrons from the VB-IB 
transition, and occupied states to provide electrons for the 
IB-CB transition. These materials have been studied in some 
detail during recent years.2 

However, there is a great deal of controversy about 
whether the IB increases the nonradiative recombination 
(NRR) in a similar form to the deep gap levéis in semicon
ductors. Although the nonradiative transitions are very im-
portant, their nature is rarely analyzed in detail since their 
consequences are usually only seen negatively for optoelec-
tronic applications. Among the NRR mechanisms, one of the 
most important related to the charge-transfer processes is the 
mechanism via multiphonon emission (MPE). This mecha-
nism is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

In this figure, the energy curves of the Da+eYB, Da+1, 
and Da+eCB systems are represented with respect to the con
figuration coordínate Q. Da indicates the impurity electronic 
configuration. eVB and eCB represent an electrón in the VB 
and CB, respectively. The crossing point Qc is the general-
ized coordínate where the electronic energy of the systems 
Da+eCB and Da+1 is equal. Similarly, the Da+eYB and Da+1 

energy curves cross in the generalized coordínate Qv. The 
thermal energies Et are the energies between equilibrium 
configurations and involve the strain energy of the distortion 
as well as a purely electronic part. The optical energies Eo 

=E¡ +E¿ correspond to vertical transition with equal Q, 
where ¿r are the relaxing energies. These energies are di-
rectly related to the difference between the equilibrium con
figurations and forcé constants of the states involved.3'4 The 
energy difference between optical absorption and optical 
emission is known as the Stokes shift. Such a shift between 
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic representation of the MPE-NRR mecha-
nism. The energy curves represent the energy of the Da+eyB, D"*1, and 
Da+eCB systems with respect to the configuration coordinate Q. eVB

 a nd eCB 
represents an electrón in the VB and CB, respectively. Qv is the crossing 
point of the energy curves corresponding to the systems Da+eyB and Da+l. 
Similarly, Qc is the crossing point of the Da+eCB and Da+l energy curves. 

absorption and luminescent energies is well known in lumi-
nescent materials. The Stokes shift is related with the Frank-
Condon shift £p¿ and the Huang-Rhys factor S¡. When all 
modes have the same frequency w¿ and the energy is a qua-
dratic function of the configuration coordinate Q, then ¿?¿s 

- £ , ^ = 2 £ ® = 2Ei¿) = 2S¡ñw¡. For the nonradiative capture 
enough energy to reach the cross-over is required. Therefore, 
the relaxing energies represent the activation energy for the 
nonradiative capture. Obviously, the NNR is inhibited when 
the two curves involved in the nonradiative transition do not 
cross, or when the crossing point correspond to very high 
energies with respect to the equilibrium configurations. This 
happens when the energy curves involved in the nonradiative 
transition are parallels, Le., the equilibrium configurations 
and forcé constants of the two energy curves are similar. 

The MPE mechanism takes place when an impurity deep 
level is present. It occurs basically in two capture steps (Fig. 
1). An electrón in the CB (eCB) is first captured around Qc in 
an impurity state (Da+eCB^Da+1) and then the electrón re-
combines with a hole in the VB around Qv (hole capture 
Da+1 + hyB^Da or Da+1^Da+eyB, where hyB represents a 
hole in the VB). After the transitions (captures), there is a 
large modification of the electronic density around the impu
rity, and as a consequence, the forces on the impurity will be 
significant. These forces cause a modification in the position 
of the impurity. They can be classified in terms of the mean 
distortions on the equilibrium positions of the Da+eCB, Da+1, 
and Da+eyB energy curves, directly related to the Huang-
Rhys factor or the Frank-Condon shift. The large vibra-
tional energy, which is initially localized at the impurity cen-
ter, will propágate away from the center in the form of lattice 
phonons. This mechanism of recombination gives rise to vio-
lent, short-lived lattice vibrations localized at the defect 
which greatly enhance the probability of defect motion. 

Therefore, in order to diminish the NRR, the impurity 
charge changes with Q for the Da+eCB^Da+1 and Da+1 

-^Da+eyB processes should be small. Then the energy 
curves of Da+eyB, Da+1, and Da+eCB will be almost para/-
lel. These charges added to or removed from the impurity 
should be redistributed in order to have an almost constant 

impurity charge density. There are following two forms: re-
distribution between all the impurities and redistribution with 
the host semiconductor. The former was related to the Mott 
transition.4' In this work, we analyze the later mechanism. 
Anyway, there would be a small variation in the electronic 
density around the impurity atom. Then, in a configuration 
coordinate diagram, the equilibrium positions of the Da 

+ eCB, Da+1, and Da+eVB energy curves would be almost the 
same and the crossing points Qc and Qv will be at very high 
energies. This point is very important for comparing the 
NRR of a system with an IB, resulting in the combination of 
the host and the impurity orbitals, with respect to impurity 
deep-gap levéis in other systems with lower impurity con-
centration. From now, and in the following sections, our goal 
will be the confirmation of this fact. 

From all of the aforementioned, there are two main fac-
tors that influence the MPE mechanism related with the im
purity charge modification as follows: (i) the change with 
respect to the electrons added to or removed from the 
impurity+host system, and (ii) the alteration with the gener-
alized coordinate Q. In this work, we will analyze these two 
main factors. 

To carry it out, we will examine a material derived from 
the ZnS host semiconductor where the Cr is incorporated 
uniformly by substituting the host metallic atom (one Cr for 
one of the 32 Zn atoms, Le., Z n ^ G ^ S with x=l/32). The 
reason for choosing this system is that the absorption and 
emission properties of similar transition-metal-doped zinc 
chalcogenides have been researched in order to understand 
their potential application as room temperature, midinfrared 
tunable láser media.6 Room-temperature lasing has been 
demonstrated for the Cr doped crystals of ZnS and ZnSe. 
From these results, highly favorable lasers for the midinfra
red are produced when Cr is a dopant in the zinc chalco
genides because only the Cr appears to be significantly free 
of the negative effects of nonradiative decay. On the other 
hand, theoreücal studies on transition-metal-doped zinc 
chalcogenides7 show that the doping with Cr is the 
transition-metal-doped zinc chalcogenide which shows the 
presence of a partially full IB more clearly. 

Another reason for choosing this system is that the cor-
relation effects have been analyzed intensively. Because of 
the IB characteristics, narrow compared with the gap of the 
host semiconductor and partially filled, correlation effects 
could be very important. In reference,7 two possible mecha-
nisms that would split the IB into two subbands, a full one 
and an empty one, Le., metal-insulator transition, have been 
analyzed; a Jahn-Teller distortion and the correlation effects. 
None of these mechanisms leads to a metal-insulator transi
tion. 

II. CALCULATIONS 

One useful approach to obtain and understand the elec
tronic properties is from density functional method (DFT) 
(Ref. 8) with the local spin density approximation (LSDA). 
As is well-known, single-particle LSDA levéis have no rig-
orous meaning. We thus calcúlate the energy curves involved 
in the NRR mechanism using total energies. 



When the impurity takes up a substitutional site in the 
host semiconductor, the impurity+host system is neutral, its 
total energy is E[0;Da], and the formal configuration of the 
impurity is Da. If n electrons are removed, the total charge is 
n, its total energy is E[n;Da~n], and the formal configuration 
of the impurity is Da~". The formation energy of the multiply 
charged impurity+host system is defined as 

AH(EF,n) = E(n;Da-") - E^O) - 2 «;/¿; + nEF 

= E(n;Da-n)-E(0;Da) + nEF, (1) 

where EF is the Fermi energy, EH(0) is the total energy for 
the neutral solid containing only host atoms, n¡ indicates the 
number of atoms of type i (host atoms or impurity atoms) 
that have been added to (n¡ > 0) or removed from (n¡ < 0) the 
solid when the defect or impurity is created, and the ¡JL¡ are 
the corresponding chemical potentials of these species. These 
chemical potentials represent the energy of the reservoirs 
with which atoms are being exchanged. 

The energy implicated in the recombination processes 
Da+eCB^Da+1 and Da+1^Da+eVB are e a + 1 -eC B and 
eV B-ea + 1 , respectively, where ea+1 = eA is the acceptor ion-
ization energy. These ionization energies correspond to the 
valué of the Fermi energy at which the impurity or the defect 
changes from a charge state a to a ± 1 ? These energies cor
respond to the solution of A.H(ea,0) = A.H(ea,í) and 
A.H(ea+1,0) = A.H(ea+1,-í). Therefore, the acceptor ea+1 

= eA and donor ea = eD ionization energies can be obtained 
from total energy calculations as ea=E{0\Da)-E{\\Da~l) 
and ea+1=E(-l;Da+1)-E(0;Da). The previous equations 
give the absolute energy levéis. However, they are usually 
referred to the bottom of the CB (e^B =e C B -e a ) or to the 
top of the VB ( e ^ e ^ - e v B ) . eJB ) and e^i represent 
the donor and acceptor ionization energies corresponding to 
the processes Da^Da~1 + eCB and Da+eyB^Da+1, respec
tively. 

To find a coherent description of both defect energies 
and the band edge energies, we obtain them both from elec
trón addition and removal calculations, Le., in a similar way 
to the energy levéis using the Eq. (1) with all /x¡ zero; 
A.HH(EF,n)=EH(n)-EH(0) + nEF, where EH{n) is the ground 
state energy of the defect-free supercell as a function of the 
charge n in it. Note that the conduction and VB edge ener
gies are the acceptor (electrón affinity eCB = [¿sH(-l) 
-EfjiO)]) and donor (ionization energy eVB = [EH(0)-EH{ 
+1)]) energies for the host system. The band gap obtained 
from total energy calculations (eC B-eV B = [EH(-l)-2EH(0) 
+EH(+Í)J) is much closer to the experimental than the cal-
culated from single-particle Kohn-Sham eigenvalues. 

The nomenclature used here is borrowed historically 
from the field of the ionic compounds where the charge 
transfer is almost complete. In solids and molecules, to speak 
of the configurations is inadequate because the impurity-host 
or atom-atom bonding is in general not ionic with a total 
charge transfer. We will use it here as a formal notation. 

In order to obtain the total energies E(-l;Da+1), 
E(0;Da), E(+í;Da+1), EH{-\), EH(0), and EH{+\), need to 
calcúlate the eA, eD, eVB, and eCB energies, we use the DFT 

with pseudopotentials for core electrons and numerically 
localized pseudoatomic orbitals11 as the basis set for the va-
lence wave functions. The LSDA as proposed by 
Ceperley-Alder12 for the exchange and correlation term is 
used. We use periodic boundary conditions with 18 special k 
points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. In all calculations, a 
double-zeta with polarization functions basis set has been 
used. The atom positions of the supercell are allowed to relax 
according to the calculated quantum mechanical forces (with 
no symmetry constraints) until the total energy minimum 
was reached and the forces became less than 0.004 eV/Á. 
The supercell approach is also used to simúlate different 
charge states of the impurity. The energy of a periodically 
repeated electrically charged system diverges, and thus a jel-
lium background is adopted to neutralize the charge. In these 
cases electrons are removed from (added to) the supercell to 
(from) a noninteracting reservoir, where they do not contrib
ute to the exchange-correlation or Hartree potential, except 
through the zero-Fourier component of the charge density. In 
other words, a rigid background charge density smeared out 
over the entire cell is introduced in order to neutralize the 
supercell. 

III. RESULTS 

Firstly, all atomic positions in the supercell of the 
impurity+host system have been relaxed without symmetry 
constrains. The results show a C3v symmetry distortion 
around the Cr atom; one Cr-S bond length is 2.62 Á and 
three lengths are 2.50 Á. Therefore, there are two nonequiva-
lent groups of S atoms around the Cr atom, labeled as Si and 
S3; one Si and three S3 atoms. Because of the approximately 
tetrahedral symmetry, the d-Cr orbitals split in to groups, the 
í-Cr (dxy, dxz, and dyz) and e-Cr (dz2 and dx2_yi) orbitals. In 
addition, the spin interaction splits these two groups into four 
as follows: e+-Cr and í+-Cr for majority spin, and e_-Cr and 
í_-Cr for minority spin. 

The band structure presents a partially filled IB (Ref. 7) 
in the energy gap with two electrons per cell. This IB is the 
antibonding mix (larger energy) of the í+-Cr and the í+-anion 
orbitals around the Cr atom; t+ = lB(t+)~a(t+-Cr) + b(t+-S). 
The bonding combination (lower energy) is within the VB 
[YB(t+) ~ c(t+-Ct) + d(t+-S)]. The degree of combination of 
the atomic states in order to make up the bands depends on 
the total charge of the IB and on the generalized coordínate 
Q. The neutral system has a t2

+=D2 electronic configuration. 
Really it has an e2

+t2
+ configuration but e\ is omitted for sim-

plicity. This configuration corresponds with Cr+2(<i4). When 
one electrón is added (n=-í) the IB is full [t3

+=D3 electronic 
configuration, which correspond with Cr+1(íi5)], and when 
one electrón is removed (n=+l) the IB is 1/3 occupied \t\ 
=Dl electronic configuration, Le., Cr+3(<i3)]. 

In order to study the MPE mechanism we have consid-
ered several degrees of freedom in our calculations as fol
lows: the symmetric (from ideal lattice sites) and nonsym-
metric (from relaxed lattice sites) inward or outward 
displacement of the nearest neighbors of the Cr atom, Le., 
breathing-modes (BMs), and the symmetric and nonsymmet-
ric longitudinal modes (LMs), where the S atom in the (111) 
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Configuration coordinate diagram in upward order of 
energy for Cr+2(¿4) + eVB> Cr+1(¿5), and Cr+2(¿4) + eCB. The total energy for 
the Cr+1(¿5) at the equilibrium configuration of the BM has been chosen as 
zero in this figure. Marks indícate the calculated structures and lines corre-
spond to fits to these points. 

direction is displaced. In the BM (LM) all other atoms are 
kept at their ideal (symmetric) or relaxed (nonsymmetric) 
lattice sites, except the nearest four neighboring S atoms [the 
S atom in the direction (111)] of the Cr atom. For the non
symmetric BM the Cr-S distances are scaled by an equal 
factor p, and we chose Q=/3X (2.50 Á) as a generalized 
coordinate. In the following we will focus on the more gen
eral nonsymmetric BM. The conclusions derived for the 
other modes are similar. 

A. Energy curves 

Because of the amphoteric character of Cr in ZnS, Le., 
the impurity is both a donor and an acceptor (both donor and 
acceptor energies are in the gap), two processes take place 
Cr+2 + eVB^Cr+ and Cr+^Cr+ 2 + eCB (direct and inverse 
sense corresponds to generation and recombination pro
cesses, respectively). The number of electrons and holes 
thermally released or light-induced to the CB and VB can be 
monitored by observing the changes in the intensity of the 
electron-paramagnetic-resonance signal. 

In Fig. 2, the configuration coordinate diagram obtained 
from total energy calculations for the Cr+2(d4) + eVB, 
Cr+1(d5), and Cr+2(d4) + eCB in ZnS is shown. From Fig. 2, 
2.10 and 0.93 eV are obtained for the electronic transitions 
Cr+V4) + eVB^Cr+1(í/5) and Cr+1(í/5)^Cr+2(í/4) + eCB. 
However, even when using total energy calculations, the ZnS 
gap is 0.8 eV lower than the experimental (3.84 eV). If the 
bands are shifting 0.4 eV each one to accommodate this dis-
crepancy, these valúes are 2.50 and 1.33 eV, very cióse to the 
experimental ones [2.41 and 1.43 eV (Refs. 13 and 14)]. 

The experimental difference between thermal (transition 
between equilibrium configurations) and optical (vertical 
transition with equal Q) levéis is 0.37 eV. This energy is 
directly related to the different lattice equilibrium positions 
for the charge states of the Cr. Our results show a lower 
relaxing energy. From Fig. 2 the minimums of the curves 
Cr+2(d4) + eyB, Cr+1(d5), and Cr+2(d4) + eCB are very similar. 
Therefore the Huang-Rhys factor and the Frank-Condon 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Difference (Aqr) between Cr radial charge (electrón 
charge units) as a function of the radius r (A) of the sphere centered at the 
Cr position for Cv+2(d4) + eCB and Cr+1(¿5) (a), and Cr+1(¿5) and Cv+2(d4) 
+ eVB systems (b). Aqr is shown for three Q valúes: Qeq, Q+, and Q_. 

shift are very small. One reason for these relaxing energy 
discrepancies is the larger Cr concentration with respect to 
experimental results. Another reason is directly related to the 
Cr-S interaction in the IB and the VB: there are only small 
variations in the electronic density and forces around the Cr 
atom when the charge is modified in the recombination pro
cesses. This aspect will be analyzed next. 

B. Charge density analyses 

In order to confirm the previous results, we will carry 
out an analysis of the radial charge around the Cr atom 
Qs(r)=S\R\<rdRps(R)- The radial charge is the charge in a 
sphere of radius r centered on the Cr atom, where ps is the 
charge density of the system S. The increments in the radial 
charge around the Cr atom are shown in Fig. 3. For the 
process Cr+2(<i4) + ecB^Cr+1(íi5) (panel a), Aqr is the differ
ence between Cr radial charge for Cr+2(<i4) + ecB and Cr+1(d5) 
systems. Similarly, in the panel b Aqr is the difference be
tween Cr radial charge for Cr+1(d5) and Cr+2(íi4) + evB sys
tems. Aqr is shown for three Q valúes; <2eq>

 a configuration 
larger than geq (G+>Geq)> a nd another lower than geq (Q-
< geq). The numerical valúes of Q+, <2eq> and Q+ are, respec
tively, 1.87 Á, 2.50 Á, and 3.05 Á. 

From the figure, the variations in the Cr radial charge 
within a sphere of radius 2.50 Á is less than 1.65 X10"3 

electrons for the two processes involved in the NNR. It is in 
accordance with the previous results on the energy curves; as 
a consequence of small variations in the electronic charge 
and density around the Cr atom with Q, the curves involved 
in theDa+eCB^Da+1 and Da+1 —s- Da+eyB processes do not 
cross, except at very high energies. Therefore, the positions 
of the minima of the curves will be similar, decreasing the 
Huang-Rhys factor or the Frank-Condon shift. This impedes 
the NRR. 

The following step is to analyze the reason for this be-
havior. To do so we are going to study the contribution of the 
í+-Cr states to the IB and the VB as an energy function for 
the processes in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Number of í+-Cr states as a function of the energy for 
t+ (a) and í+ (b) IB configurations for three configuration coordinates: at the 
equilibrium (Q¡,q), a coordínate greater than Qeq (Q+ > Qeq) and a coordínate 
smaller than Qeq (Q_ < 2eq). The Fermi energy as zero of the í+ IB configu
ration at Qeq has been chosen in this figure. 

C. Analysis of the Cr contribution to the bands 

The IB is the antibonding mix (larger energy) of the 
f+-Cr and the í+-anion orbitals; t+ = lB(t+)~a(t+-Cr) 
+ b(t+-S), whereas the bonding combination (lower energy) is 
within the VB [VB(í+) ~ c(í+-Cr) + d(t+-S)]. Obviously, when 
the IB charge is modified as a consequence of the NNR 
processes, a fraction is assumed by the Cr atom. From the 
results in previous section is fraction is small. The other 
portion is assumed by the S atoms directly connected with 
the Cr atom. For an impurity without strong interactions with 
the host atoms almost all charge of the IB (in this case it will 
a deep level, not a band) will correspond to the impurity 
because the larger contribution of the deep level will be from 
the impurity. 

The following objective is to analyze how the í+-Cr 
charge is modified as a consequence of the change in the IB 
charge. Figure 4 shows the number of í+-Cr states as a func
tion of the energy for t2

+=D2 = Cr+2 (panel a) and t3
+=D3 

=Cr+ (panel b) IB configurations for three Q valúes; <2eq> G+> 
and Q_. In the energy axis, the edges of VB and CB are also 
shown. In a fíat zone there are no contributions of the í+-Cr 
orbitals. It can be a gap or simply that these orbitals do not 
contribute to this energy range. The contribution of the í+-Cr 
states to the VB is the number of states for Ev (edge of the 
VB). The contribution to the IB is the difference between the 
number of states for Ec (edge of the CB) and Ev, or between 

the máximum and minimum of the IB. From the two panels 
in the figure, it is seen that in the gap there is a larger incre-
ment in í+-Cr states corresponding to the IB. 

A rise in the occupation of the IB (from t2
+ to t\, Le., 

from panel a to b) has, as an effect, an increase in the con
tribution of the í+-Cr states to the IB, but a decrease to the 
VB. Therefore, the effects of the modifications of the IB 
charge on the í+-Cr are twofold; (1) an increment in the Cr 
atom charge because of the increase in the Cr contribution to 
the IB; (2) a decrease in the Cr atom charge because of a 
reduction in the Cr contribution to the VB. This behavior, 
first envisioned by Haldane and Anderson,15 leads to small 
increase in the í+-Cr charge (Aí+-Cr) because of the charge 
increments in the VB (A¿VB)-Cr) and the IB (Aí^-Cr) are 
opposed: [Aí + -Cr]=[Aíf^-CrMAí^-Cr^O. The total 
charge on the Cr atom has a similar behavior. Therefore, 
contrary to what happens with isolated and deep impurities 
in semiconductors, the charge modification of the IB because 
of the NRR processes almost do not modify the Cr charge. 

Additionally, in Fig. 4 it is observed that a decrease in Q 
has, as a consequence, a larger contribution of í+-Cr states to 
the VB, but a lower contribution to the IB. Therefore, an 
increase in the impurity-host interaction with respect to the 
equilibrium configuration (Q< geq) decreases (increases) the 
f+-Cr impurity contribution to the IB (VB). In a similar way 
to what happened with the variation in the occupation of the 
IB, [Aí+-Cr]«0 because [Aí^VB)-Cr] and [Aí^'-Cr] are op
posed. For the LM the results are similar, although the incre
ments in the charges are lower than for the BM. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Based on the calculated results, when a charge is added 
to or eliminated from the IB, it will be distributed between 
the d-Cr and the host orbitals. This behavior of the impurity 
contribution to the IB and VB with respect to the IB occu
pation and the interaction impurity-host can be interpreted 
with a simple bonding model. We denote the combination of 
the host and impurity states coupled for the matrix element 
W as <py and <p¡ , and with an energetic separation A w . 
The subscripts V and / refer to the main character of the 
bands: VB or IB. For simplicity we will assume that <5 
= W7A(0) is small, limiting us to a first order in S, although 
the conclusions are completely general. When the interaction 
takes place, the initial states mix; <pv =<pv -Sq>\ and 
(p¡=S<py+<pf\ The final states ha ve an energetic separa
tion A(w) = A(0)(l+2<52). The q>f] is principally a bonding 
orbital (lower energy), whereas <p¡ is an antibonding orbital 
(larger energy). If initially the occupation number of the im-

„(0) purity state without interaction is n¡ , the occupation number 
of the impurity in <p\ is n, =(l + <52)_1n, ~(\-S2)n, 

(W) • <w)_ - lJO). ••¿?nf>. Therefore, a and in <pf] is n™=&(1 +$)• 
larger occupation of <p¡ (lower occupation of <py ) is 
equivalent to a decrease in S. In our context S is the 
impurity-host interaction. A decrease in S corresponds to an 
increment in Q. The bonding orbital (pv is more localized 
on the impurity site. Therefore, an increase in the occupation 
or a decrease in the impurity-host interaction, Le., lower oc-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Schematic representation of the evolution of the í̂  ' 
and t+ ' Cr states with Q (a) and n (b). The thick line indicates the largest 
contribution from these states to the VB or to the CB. 

cupation of <Py , to lead to a flow of electrons from impurity 
to host, and the impurity site remained essentially neutral. 

This behavior is represented schematically in Fig. 5. 
This figure shows the qualitative behavior of Fig. 4. The 
change in Q or in the IB charge gives rise to, as conse-
quence, a change in the contribution of the Cr atom to the 
VB and IB in such way that the Cr charge is almost constant. 
When Q or the IB population increases (n decreases) the 
contribution of the í+-Cr states to the VB (t+ ) decreases 
and the contribution to the IB (t+ ) increases. If f/ de-
creases, there is an increment in the host contribution to the 
VB. Therefore, there is a flow of electrons from impurity to 
host. 

This phenomenon is particular to impurities where the 
interaction impurity-host leads to the existence of impurity 
contributions to the IB and to the VB. It permits the stabili-
zation of the density charge around the impurity through the 
modification of the contribution from the impurity to the IB 
and to the VB. This mechanism does not exist in free atoms 
or in impurities in ionic solids. In this latter case, the changes 
in the charge density because of charge-transfer processes 
can only be stabilized by a massive relaxation of the impu
rity via MPE. This has an obvious implication on the nature 
of the NRR. For the case of a system with an IB the equi-
librium positions for different charges from the IB are very 
similar and the Huang-Rhys factor or the Frank-Condon 
shift will be small. It could decrease the NRR via MPE with 
respect to deep gap levéis in other systems. Of course, other 
NRR mechanisms can be present. The stabilization of the 
density charge around the Cr in Z n ^ G ^ S implies that the 
position of the minimums in Fig. 1 will be very similar, as is 
observed in Fig. 4. The crossing points Qc and Qv in Fig. 3, 
will be at very high energies. It will impede the capture 
processes within the MPE mechanism of the NRR. 

An increase in the concentration of the impurity leads to 
the decrease in the NRR via MPE. The reasons for this 
decrease are related to the Mott transition. In this case, the 
charges in the impurities are balanced by redistribution with 
the remaining impurities. From our results in this work, as 
well as the impurity-impurity interactions for large 
concentration, there is another way of reducing the NRR as 
follows: an increase in the impurity-host interaction. In 
this case, the equilibrium of the electronic density around the 

impurity is due to the modification of the contribution from 
the impurity to the IB and to the VB, Le., a Le Chatelier 
principie. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have carried out first-principles calculations for a Cr 
impurity in ZnS, and have analyzed the Cr-host interactions 
as a function of several configuration coordinates and the IB 
charge. The IB in these systems is the antibonding combina-
tion (larger energy) formed by the interaction of the Cr or-
bitals with the S orbitals. The bonding combination (lower 
energy) lies in the VB. For a different occupation of this IB, 
the charge around the impurity is balanced by the modifica
tion of the contribution from the impurity to the IB and to the 
VB. Consequently, there is a small variation in the equilib
rium configurations and in the electronic density (and forces) 
around the Cr. This mechanism for balancing the charge be-
tween the impurities and the host semiconductor is additional 
to that resulting from the increment in the concentration of 
impurities. 

Therefore, from these results, free carriers can be created 
by photons with energies lower than the host semiconductor 
band gap. The IB within these host semiconductors helps to 
increase the radiative transition rate with respect to the non-
radiative decay rate via MPE, thus improving the emission 
quantum yield, in accordance with experimental results. 
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